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Trust IoT − From 
Start to Finish
The all-in-one solution 
for IoT manufacturers 
and service providers



Internet of Things –  
New business opportunities,
emerging challenges

Whether Smart TV, digital assistant, intelligent 
toys, fitness trackers or networked household 
appliances, the market for IoT and Smart Homes 
is growing rapidly. Have you set the course for 
your success?

Although the "Internet of Things" (IoT) offers many business 
opportunities, product manufacturers and service providers 
face complex new challenges.

 • Regulatory requirements are quite high.
 • The sanctioning possibilities for breaches of data 

protection requirements are more comprehensive and 
costly than in the past. 

 • Consumer confidence is now a key success factor.

Ask these questions about your product: 
• Does your product or service meet current requirements? 

• How complex is your process until the product is ready for market? 

• How many contact points must be passed in order to minimize all   

          liability risks with regard to security, quality and compliance? 

• If your offer is on the market: Are all eventualities secured over the       

           product life cycle?

We all know that protecting personal data increasingly 
influences the purchase decision. Communicating with con-
sumers has a considerable influence on your position and 
reputation as a manufacturer or provider of IoT solutions on 
the market.
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„Trust IoT - from Start to Finish“:  
As smart and networked as 
your products and solutions

Trust IoT - from Start to Finish - with
TÜV Rheinland and master the complexity of 
the market. When you are on the safe side of 
essential requirements around IoT, you can 
react quickly to growth and changes in today‘s 
business world.

"Technologically 
alone, IoT projects 
are complex. The 
obstacles to mar-

keting approval 
are manifold and 
interdisciplinary. 

Companies need to define their 
own path to market access.  But 

why should they reinvent the wheel 
and make avoidable mistakes? With 
experts at our side who are familiar 

with the relevant areas, our develop-
ment times, time-to-market, as well 
as security and liability risk, can be 

reduced significantly. At TÜV Rhein-
land, our experts work hand in hand 

with clients on a global basis." 
 

NATHANIEL COLE, 
Pract ice  Manager  -  Cyber secur i ty  Test ing, 

TÜV Rhein land
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R I S K AS S ES S M E N T 

We support you with a systematic recording and evaluation of your risks. 
These metrics are the basis to minimize risk and have room to maneuver 
in case of emergency.

 • Our experts help you identify IT risks and potential threats to your 
company at an early stage. 

 • Systematic risk management helps you recognize interrelationships 
and make well-founded, implementable and cost-efficient decisions. 

 • Risk management contains tailor-made measures that take into ac-
count individual requirements for confidentiality, integrity and availa-
bility of information. 

DATA PR OT EC T I O N M AN AG E M E N T 

Protecting personal data is increasingly important in digital transformation 
and growing networks. We advise you how to protect your personal data.  
We support data protection officers in their tasks. We also help to imple-
ment low-cost company-wide data protection management systems.

"When your business becomes the target of a cyberattack, it’s 
only a matter of time before an experienced cyber attacker gains 
access to your IT network. Your own product may be the source 
of the vulnerability. That’s why it’s critical to continually assess 
cyber risks around your products, prioritize security investments, 
and implement cyber defense processes and solutions that protect 
your customers and your digital business."  UDO SCALLA,

Head, Global  
Competence Center IoT 
Privacy, TÜV Rheinland

IT security is not everything.
But without IT security,
IoT everything is nothing.

With the increased use of digital technologies, companies are not only 
expanding their scope for action, but also their targets for cyberattacks. 
Stop criminals in time who are targeting your data and intellectual pro-
perty or want to interrupt or sabotage your service. 

Trust IoT – From 
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 ·  Beleuchtung (Hue-Birne)

 · Waschmaschine

 ·  Rauchmelder

 · Smart TV

 · Thermostat

 · Smart Home (Aktoren für Sicherungskasten)w•  Smart dolls and soft toys
• Toy robots
• Babyphone

IoT in the children‘s rooms:

SAFE T Y AN ALYS ES   

Are you sure your IoT device or service is safe? We look at your device and 
your service with the eyes of a hacker. On your behalf, our experts examine 
how high the vulnerability to a cyber attack is and where there are weak points. 
In a penetration test, we relentlessly reveal how far an attacker can penetrate 
a connected IT infrastructure via the IoT device or service and to what extent it 
can damage its owners or entire organization. You, as the client, determine the 
vehemence of the simulated attack.

N E T WO R K C O N N EC T I V I T Y 

With a certificate from TÜV Rheinland, you can prove that your product can be 
easily integrated into the network using common communication protocols, 
such as Zigbee, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or others. Connectivity and compatibility with 
common communication protocols are among the greatest technical challeng-
es to plan and implement IoT projects. We have many years of experience 
with wireless technologies and know which one specifically fits your product 
or service. TÜV Rheinland covers all relevant wireless technologies and, as a 
one-stop service provider, offers you all the services you need to place your 
product on the global market.

T EST PL AT F O R M F O R AUTO M AT E D AS SU R AN C E O F T H E QUAL I T Y O F 

YO U R S M A R T H O M E S E RV I C ES AN D SYST E M S  

New intelligent solutions for more comfort and safety in your own four walls 
are constantly being developed. To enable users to control these devices with 
just one smartphone, operators of smart home platforms must also be able to 
guarantee interoperability − and in return, expect the same from product and 
service providers. 

TÜV Rheinland has developed a test platform that ensures quality in a multi-
brand and multi-device ecosystem. Service tests are fully automated and 
possible at any point in the product life cycle. Service tests are suitable for the 
hardware and software development phase, and for support processes or as 
an operational monitoring system after integration into cross-brand platforms. 
Test automation can increase confidence in results, increase process agility 
and shorten time-to-market times.

Have you heard? 

There was a quick end to a 
product on the German market 
in 2017: Due to safety con-
cerns, a toy doll was banned. 
It used speech recognition 
technology via a US-based ser-
vice. The data from the sound 
recordings proved to be unse-
cured and could be passed on 
to third parties according to the 
end user license agreement.

"We help manufacturers 
to identify threats and 

risks and to draw the 
appropriate conclusions. 

This will allow them to 
focus on their product 
innovations, knowing 

that they have taken all 
necessary measures to 

keep pace with dynamic 
developments." 

GÜNTER MARTIN,
CTO, Global  
Competence  
Center IoT Privacy, 
TÜV Rheinland
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Classic product safety  – 
to protect people and
the environment

We support you to expand your 
competitive edge in product
safety and quality.

PR O DUC T SAFE T Y

Our specialists test and certify safety and quality based on legal requirements 
and the needs of producers and consumers alike, whether it is EMC (electromag-
netic compatibility), RoHS (directive on the restriction of the use of certain haz-
ardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment) or IEC CD (multilateral 
agreement to facilitate market access). We accompany you through all phases of 
product development so that you are fit for successful global sales.
  
PR O DUC T QUAL I T Y

Does your product meet the highest customer demands? Is it low-pollutant, 
germ-free, ergonomic or energy-efficient and durable? We put both individual 
components and complete consumer goods through their paces for you: from life 
cycle assessment to pollutant testing, from stress and vibration tests to sustain-
ability and carbon footprints in the digital world. This “footprint” tells you, for ex-
ample, how high the greenhouse gas potential of a product is over its entire life 
cycle. Improve your market position through a meaningful life cycle assessment 
study that provides you with clear advantages, e.g. the basis for the continuous 
improvement and optimization of the environmental impact of your products.

Examples of product tests  
at TÜV Rheinland

EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) Pollutant test

UAV security and functionality

Tensile test Virtual reality

Flammability

Trust IoT – From 
Start to Finish
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EMV (Elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit) Schadstoffprüfung

 · Beleuchtung (Hue-Birne)

 ·Waschmaschine

 · Rauchmelder

 ·Smart TV

 ·Thermostat

 ·Smart Home (Aktoren für Sicherungskasten)w

•  Fitness-Tracker
• Google Glasses
•  Insulin measurement and -pump

IoT Fitness & Health:

IoT Mobile:

• eCall 
• Charging Stations
• Navigation systems
• Autonomous driving

Global certifications and
international approvals.
Everything from a single source.

I OT PR O DUC T C E R T I F I CAT E

Data protection is an essential aspect for IoT-networked consumer devices, 
which are increasingly conquering our personal world. We support you to im-
plement company-wide control and data protection management guidelines in 
accordance with country-specific and regional requirements.  

We check your IoT product for compliance with data protection and data security.
 
 • Is the data in the device’s memory encrypted? 
 • Can the device be reset to factory settings?  

If relevant, an app is also considered during product testing and binding manufac-
turer information on data usage is required. Depending on the complexity of the 
device, we test numerous individual requirements. After a successful examina-
tion with third parties, you can prove with the certificate that data
protection and data security have a high priority for you.

I OT S E RV I C E C E R T I F I CAT E

By checking your IoT service you receive a qualified statement about how well your customers’ personal data is 
protected against unauthorized access and how transparently the data is processed vis-à-vis the customer. Using a 
specially developed catalogue of requirements, we check to what extent you have implemented processes and meas-
ures in order to prevent security incidents and to be able to react appropriately if necessary. The focus is on important 
formal data protection aspects, as well as technical and organizational measures implemented to protect personal 
data. The security tests range up to the penetration test. After successful verification, you document with the IoT 
Service Certificate that the protection of your customers’ personal data is a top priority for you. In addition to technical 
aspects, our certificates also take into account the requirements of international standards.

M A R K E T AC C ES S S E RV I C E (M AS)

With our state-of-the-art wireless / IoT laboratories around the globe, TÜV Rheinland is your partner for all necessary 
tests and certifications. We provide direct access to international markets and are conformity assessment body and 
certificate issuer for many countries. Our market access services include researching regulatory requirements and 
applying for or issuing product and delivery certificates. This makes it easier for you to successfully enter your target 
market. We are currently expanding our end-to-end testing laboratories to save companies time and simplify logistics. 
The services are comparable to a required visa for selected destinations and enable you to develop new markets for 
your products. Our experts for international certifications are familiar with numerous approval requirements worldwide 
and support rapid access to export markets.

Trust IoT – From 
Start to Finish
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 ·  Beleuchtung (Hue-Birne)

 · Waschmaschine

 ·  Rauchmelder

 · Smart TV

 · Thermostat

 · Smart Home (Aktoren für Sicherungskasten)w

 · Beleuchtung (Hue-Birne)

 ·Waschmaschine

 · Rauchmelder

 ·Smart TV

 ·Thermostat

 ·Smart Home (Aktoren für Sicherungskasten)w

• Lighting
• Washing Machine
• Smoke detector
• Smart TV
• Thermostat
• Smarte Switches/ Actuators
• Toothbrushes
• Language assistants

IoT in the household:

IoT Gadgets / Technical
Tools:
• Cobots
• Pet Bowl
• Hairbrush TÜV Rheinland: Because we know 

both sides of the Internet of Things 
very well.

We are as much at home in classic product security as in IT se-
curity and data protection. Lay the foundation for the growth of 
your business model and the confidence of consumers worldwide:  
Trust IoT − from Start to Finish.

Our solution includes all the modules you need to minimize 
your liability and business risks and successfully launch your 
offering. We are at your side in all phases of the product life 
cycle and in all relevant disciplines of the networked product 
world.
 

Benefit from our experience and enjoy

 • A faster market launch
 • Higher customer satisfaction
 • Easier access to regulated markets
 • Cost advantages and lower operating costs
 • More effective protection against cyber attacks
 • Greater consumer confidence in data protection
 • Accelerated digital transformation of your company

The demands on products and services are much more 
complex than in the past. We know the markets, understand 
the dynamics of change and the needs of companies in the 
context of digital transformation. We protect companies 
worldwide from ever-growing cyber threats in an increasingly 
digital world. Our global portfolio of IT security services rang-
es from strategic consulting, design and process optimization 
to implementation, operation or certification of systems. 
Our experts have been testing products and services around 
the globe for decades − in the interest of safety for people, 
technology and the environment.

"Trust IoT - from Start to Finish" is our end-to-end solution 
for IoT actors and the logical next step of our bundled com-
petencies in a networked product world. If you are an IoT 
manufacturer or provider, we can help you meet all profes-
sional requirements in terms of compliance, interoperability, 
data protection, functional security and IT security.

Interested? Contact us.

Find out more at www.tuv.com/en/trustiot
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TÜV Rheinland
Am Grauen Stein
51105 Köln
IoT@de.tuv.com


